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Reference

692082

Operation

For sale

Building Type

Resale

Location

Property Type

Bedrooms / Bathrooms

3 / 3

Size

330 m  Build / 504 m  Plot

Price

699,000

Villa for sale in Finestrat

It is a pleasure to offer you this lovely project, an ensemble of 15 moderne standalone villas nestled near the town of
Finestrat.. . This enclave seamlessly merges comfort, tranquility, and unparalleled panoramas for refined living. Each villa
exudes autonomy, granting residents a haven of serenity amidst the captivating backdrop of Costa del Blanca's scenery.. .
Strategically positioned atop the Balcón de Finestrat, these residences offer you wonderful vistas that extend over the
Mediterranean Sea and the charming allure of Finestrat town. Far from being just pleasing, the location serves as a haven
of peace, offering solace and tranquility to those seeking refuge from bustling tourist hubs.. . The design philosophy of
these villas revolves around cultivating an atmosphere of tranquility. With meticulous attention to detail, each villa's layout
delineates distinct areas for daytime pursuits and nighttime repose. Whether luxuriating in the sunlit serenity of the day or
retreating to the cozy comfort of the evening, residents find themselves enveloped in an ambiance conducive to inner
peace.. . The appeal of Finestrat extends far beyond the boundaries of this área where these villas will be built. The
surrounding area has many essential amenities for contemporary living. From easily accessible supermarkets and medical
facilities to an array of dining establishments, Sport center, Golfcourses etcetera..... every convenience is within arm's
reach.. . Furthermore, the close proximity to Benidorm's sandy shores, including renowned beaches like Playa de Levante
and Playa de Poniente, promises endless opportunities for coastal leisure. . . For the outdoor enthusiasts, the lush
landscapes surrounding Puig Campana mountain beckon with their allure. Meandering hiking trails and cycling routes
traverse picturesque vistas, beckoning exploration and communion with nature. In essence, it serves as a portal to a
lifestyle characterized by tranquility and the breathtaking natural beauty of the Valencian Community.. .
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